
LOFFCO LITIGATION 
FINANCE FUND 
An activist hedge fund specializing in litigation-related 
investment strategies



We are a boutique investment manager focused on
private and public companies that are engaging in
fraud in global financial markets.

Under a limited partnership structure, we use our
network of fraud examiners, lawyers, and financial
professionals to mitigate fraud in capital markets while
providing attractive risk-adjusted returns for our
investors.

OUR FIRM



INVESTMENT STRATEGY

We seek to generate uncorrelated alpha by identifying
fraudulent and unethical market participants, and by
monetizing our analysis through the SEC Whistleblower
Award Program.



273
Number of whistleblowers

$1.3 BILLION

Total awards paid to 
whistleblowers

SEC 
WHISTLEBLOWER 
PROGRAM



The fund identifies litigation-
related investments that offer
significant upside with defined risk

OUR STRATEGY

RISK PROFILE

Payouts from lawsuits are not affected by the
level of interest rates or stock market volatility

RETURN PROFILE

Case recoveries are hard to model
which provide for returns as high as 10x

LOFFCO LITIGATION FINANCE FUND L.P.
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SEC Whistleblower Cases

OUR INVESTMENT PROCESS

Cases are sourced from an experienced network of fraud examiners, 
attorneys, hedge fund managers, and investigative journalists

Case Sourcing

Robust deal flow with 
26 cases filed and 35 
cases in the pipeline

Due Diligence and 
Research

Investment thesis 
supported by the 
industry's top hedge fund 
whistleblowers and 
forensic investigators

Legal Review

Industry's most prominent
whistleblower lawyers
work on contingency and
review all cases prior to
filing

Preliminary 
Discussions with SEC 
Attorneys

Lawyers alert the SEC
attorneys about the
pending case which helps
to expedite the litigation
process

CASE IS FILED

 



PORTFOLIO 
CONSTRUCTION

Our investments are 
structured with little 

downside and significant 
potential for high returns

We perform rigorous 
due diligence on the 
parties involved and 

the potential for asset 
recoveries
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SEC Whistleblower Cases

INVESTMENT TIMELINE

SEC Whistleblower cases generally take five years to complete

Case Research and 
Investigation

Due diligence and
investigation costs of
$6,000 to $30,000 per
case

Case Filing and Meeting
with Regulators

The first case milestone is a
meeting with regulators which
advances the litigation process

SEC Complaint and
Judgment

The SEC typically files a
judgment and cease
and desist order roughly
three years after the
start of the investigation

Recovery Process
and Notice of
Covered Action

The SEC seeks to
recover the amounts
stated in the
judgments against the
firm and its executives

WHISTLEBLOWER
AWARD

Average payout is
roughly $4 million



REPRESENTATIVE AWARDS
SEC Whistleblower Program



30% TARGET NET 
RETURN TO LIMITED 
PARTNERS
A DIVERSE PORTFOLIO OF NON- 
CORRELATED ASSETS

The returns for litigation finance depend on the outcomes
of particular court cases, which are unaffected by
movements in the stock market. 

A diversified portfolio including multiple cases can
produce much more predictable returns. 

Litigation finance is still a relatively new asset class with
room for growth. Cases frequently take three to five years
to reach a settlement, and the secondary market is still
developing. 

Litigation finance remains an extremely illiquid asset class,
and “being paid to wait” is an important component of the
return profile.
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Case recoveries are hard to model
which provide for returns as high as 10x



LOFFCO 
LITIGATION 
FINANCE FUND L.P.
Litigation finance investments are most
appropriate for institutional investors and high-
net-worth individuals because of low liquidity
and other risk factors. An investor should
consider the fund’s investment objectives, risks,
charges and expenses carefully before investing
or sending money. This and other important
information about the fund can be found in the
fund’s prospectus, or, if applicable, the summary
prospectus. Any decision to invest in the fund
should be made on the basis of the current
prospectus, which is available on request at
info@loffco.com. Read the prospectus carefully
before investing. All investing involves risk,
including potential loss of principal.

Fund Name:  LOFFCO Litigation Finance Fund L.P.

Jurisdiction:  USA (Delaware Limited Partnership)

Investment Manager:  LOFFCO Risk Management LLC

Account Minimum: USD 1,000,000

Fees:  1.50% management fee / 20% performance fee (with a 20% hurdle rate)

Fund Capacity: USD 80,000,000



LOFFCO LITIGATION 
FINANCE FUND 
2425 West Loop South | Houston, Texas 77027
investorrelations@loffco.com


